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TASK: Literature        

ACTIVITY: Reading and contextual questions  

     Freak the Mighty Chapter 5 

___________________________________________________________ 

Chapter 5 

1. What are the two settings for this chapter? 

 

The two settings are Max’s room and Kevin’s house.  
 

2. Why does Max go under his bed? 

 

 He wants to escape and be alone. he is sad.  
 

3. How does Max react to Gram referring to Kevin (Freak) as a “poor boy”? 

 

He tells her that he I not a poor boy and that he is very clever.  
 

4. Why wasn’t Max excited to have dinner at Freak’s house? 

 

He does not like that she is scared of him.  
 

5. Freak explains to Max that his mother is nervous because Max is the “spitting image of your 
old man.” What else does she says about Max’s father (either in your own words or in quotes)? 
 
 He must have been a bad man if everyone is afraid of him.  
 

6. Because of what Gwen says and the conversation between Grim and Gram in Chapter 1, what 
do you think Max’s father might be in jail for? Give PROOF—quote from the story. 
 
 
 He may be in jail for murder. They speak of him doing to them what his father did. 
 “Like his father did” 
 

7. How does Max know that Gwen is no longer nervous or scared of him? 

She invites him for dinner and she talks to him of his past and how cute he was as a 

baby.  
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TASK: Literature        

ACTIVITY: Reading and contextual questions  

     Freak the Mighty Chapter 6 

_______________________________________________________ 

 

Chapter 6 

 

1. What is Max allowed to do for the first time? Why? 

 

He is allowed to go with Kevin to the Fourth of July celebrations, without Grim and 

Gram. 
 

2. Describe Tony D. Add these traits to the character descriptions page. 

 

He is 17 and is a bad guy. He has been to Juvenile court and is a gangster type. He 

walks strangely, like a hiphop walk. He is mean and rude and has a funny accent to the 

way he speaks. He is not very clever. He is aggressive.  

 

3. What does Tony D. want from Max and Freak? 

 

 He wants fireworks, Boomers or Cherry bombs.  

 

4. How does Freak respond? What does that show about his personality? 

 

 He tells Max to ignore Tony D and calls him a creting. He then bravely spells out 

CRETIN and tells Tony D he is metally deficient. He is incredibly clever and very brave. 
 

5. Why does Freak think it is okay to “give him (Tony D) lip”? Does Max agree? 

 

He thinks Tony D is a stupid bully and that Max could take him any day. Max does not 

agree -he felt that he would not be able to fight off Tony D and his gang.  



 

6. What is Max’s solution to Freak’s problem of not being able to see the fireworks? 

 

He picks Freak up and puts him on his shoulders like a little kid.  

 

7. While the fireworks are going off, what is Freak shouting? What is Max’s reaction? 

Freak is shouting out the scientific names of the chemicals used to create the firework 

reactions. He can’t believe how clever Freak is and enjoys watching him.                   
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TASK: Literature        

ACTIVITY: Reading and contextual questions  

     Freak the Mighty Chapter 7 

_______________________________________________________ 

Chapter 7 

1. When Kevin is on Max’s shoulders, what does he see? 

 

He sees Tony D and his gang.  
 

2. How does Freak steer Max? Why is Max running? 

 

He puts his heels into Freak to give him the direction to run. He also tugs at his hair.  

They are running away from Tony D and his gang.  

 

3. How do Freak and Max escape danger? 

 

They go into the pond.  
 

4. Who helps Freak and Max? How? 

 



 The police come and help them out of the pond. They pull them out of the mud with 

 ropes and they use a boat.  
 

5. What is Max’s father’s name? 

 

Kenny Kane or Killer Kane.  
 

6. What name does Freak give the cops? Describe why he chose that name. 

 

He gave them the name, “Freak the Mighty” 

He chose the name because it is a brave and noble name and it makes them into one team.  
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TASK: Literature        

ACTIVITY: Reading and contextual questions  

     Freak the Mighty Chapter 8 

_______________________________________________________ 

Chapter 8 

 

1. How do the cops explain to Grim and Gram what happened after the fireworks? 

 

They explained that Max saved Kevin from Tony D and his gang. 
 

2. How do Gram and Grim treat Max differently after talking to the cops? Why? 

 

 They spoil him with ice-cream and coffee and treated him like a hero.  
 

3. What does the coffee Grim offers Max symbolize? What does it stand for? 

 

It symbolizes that he sees Max as a grown up and that he has earned his place as a 

young man.  
 

4. Describe Max’s summers before he met Freak. 

 

 He hung around watching tv and reading comics.  
 

5. How do Max and Freak spend the summer? 

 

 Max and Freak spend the summer going on quests and exploring.  

 

6. What does Freak do when Max asks him what a word means? 

 

 He makes Max look the words up in his dictionary.  
 

 

 

 



7. What does the chapter title “Dinosaur Brain” mean? 

 

 The title refers to Dinosaurs having small brains, but being very strong and powerful. 

The title of the chapter is in a way explaining that Max is a bit like that. He is not very 

smart, but is very big and powerful.  

 

 

 


